
August NAV per share decreased 1.5%

In August, the NAV per share of the Partners Group Global Real Estate Fund
(AUD) decreased 1.5%, resulting in annualized performance since inception
of 6.0% and cumulative performance since inception of 21.5%. While the
performance of the underlying portfolio was positive, the Australian feeder
fund performance was negatively impacted by the strengthening Australian
dollar versus the US Dollar during the month.

Partners Group's real estate team takes a relative value approach when
making investment decisions. Recently, Partners Group performed its relative
value review for the year 2021. We are pleased to share the summary
outcome of the analysis in this monthly report as it will also form the basis
of the ongoing investment strategy of this Fund.

Our focus remains on properties located in cities with above average GDP
outlook, population and job growth. From a sectorial perspective, Partners
Group continues to see logistics and residential properties offering the
greatest opportunity, with a more neutral view on office. The relative value
approach includes the underweighting of retail and most operational prop-
erties, such as student housing. Towards the end of the COVID-19 crisis,
the hospitality sector could also provide opportunities for the acquisition
of distressed assets as some are forced to liquidate their liabilities due to
cash flow constraints.

In terms of business plans, Partners Group favors properties with strong in-
place cash flows from quality tenants, with the option to strengthen the
cash flows by spending capex and improving the attractiveness of the
properties for tenants. Typically, we look for 50% or more of the returns to
come from current income, with the remainder from value uplifts from value-
add initiatives. In terms of development projects, Partners Group remains
selective and underweights them.

Within the residential sector, there is a possibility of a demand shift, from
urban core to more suburban markets as residents seek more space at an
affordable price. Another favorable market, logistics, has seen accelerated
growth, which is likely to continue. The medium to long-term outlook in-
cludes increased automation of the delivery process and increasing domestic
demand if globalization were to decline. In the office sector, Partners Group
expects to observe two trends: employers embracing more flexible working,
but also a reversal of the 30-year trend of less space per employee. As a
result of the weaker economic environment, we expect tenants to favor
lower cost locations with amenity appeal. In the retail sector, there is likely
going to be a structural shift. With a focus on consumer experience, retailers
may have to repurpose stores to provide both traditional retail and also a
"click and collect" service for a touchless retail option. Partners Group con-
tinues to avoid the retail sector as increased online-shopping has forced
multiple well-known tenants to move away from brick-and-mortar sales.

Lastly, the real estate team continues to take a three-pillar approach to their
investment strategy; selecting growth cities, sourcing off-market properties
and driving value creation in direct assets. Though, as a result of COVID-
19, Partners Group will adapt its investment execution. The focus will no
longer just be on city centers, but also on affordable, well-connected suburbs
in gateway cities. Where possible, we will use added investment structuring
to provide downside protection, for example investing on a preferred rather
than common equity basis. We believe the current economic environment
requires the underwriting of negative rent growth in the short term. In terms
of debt, we intend to secure sufficient covenant headroom.
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Monthly net performance - hedged (APIR ETL0480AU)

YearDecNovOctSepAugJulJunMayAprMarFebJan

8.2%0.7%1.9%1.2%0.7%0.8%1.1%0.7%0.8%2017
11.1%3.0%-0.1%-0.2%1.1%0.9%-0.5%2.2%0.6%2.4%1.4%0.0%-0.1%2018
10.3%1.8%0.5%0.0%1.8%1.1%-0.3%1.5%0.2%0.5%1.0%0.6%1.2%2019
-8.4%-1.5%-1.8%-0.2%0.4%-1.8%-5.4%0.9%1.0%2020

Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is no assurance that similar investments will be made nor that similar results will be achieved.

Monthly net performance - unhedged (APIR ETL6184AU)

YearDecNovOctSepAugJulJunMayAprMarFebJan

4.2%-1.5%2.4%2.9%1.6%1.3%-1.9%-1.6%1.1%2017
19.6%5.8%-2.3%1.3%1.1%4.5%-0.6%3.0%0.5%2.9%2.4%3.3%-3.4%2018
10.7%-0.7%1.9%-1.4%1.7%2.7%1.1%0.5%1.2%1.1%1.2%2.2%-1.3%2019
-6.0%-2.6%-3.3%-1.7%-0.2%-4.6%-1.4%3.4%4.5%2020

Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is no assurance that similar investments will be made nor that similar results will be achieved. The figures shown in grey before the inception of the unhedged share class represent
those of the Partners Group Global Real Estate FCP (Master Fund) converted to AUD.
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Largest five direct investments

OfficeWEUProject Omega1.

OfficeAPCProjectMoon (Beijing office and retail asset)2.

OfficeAPCThe Complex3.

IndustrialWEUUK Light Industrial Portfolio4.

OfficeNAMProject Fairway5.

Largest five partnership investments

SecondaryProject Cargo1.

SecondaryProject Acadia (US diversified fund portfolio)2.

PrimaryPeakside Real Estate Fund III, SCS3.

SecondaryFlorida Office Portfolio (Fairway)4.

Secondary20 Cecil Street (Singapore office)5.

Asset Region Sector

Project Instrument

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: We would like to remind investors that re-
deeming their holdings in the Fund is subject to restrictions as set out in
the Fund's constituent documents, including being subject to the ability of
the Fund to redeem its holdings in the Master Fund. Net redemptions are
generally subject to a maximum of 5% per calendar quarter expressed as a
percentage of the net asset value at the end of the preceding quarter. These
percentages may be lowered further to 2.5% (limited to a maximum of 2
consecutive years) if this is deemed in the best interest of the Master  Fund.

 

Redemptions are currently being limited as a result of the Master Fund
restricting redemptions to 2.5% per quarter.

Considering all this, Partners Group remains pleased with the performance
and outlook of the Fund's existing portfolio. We are also excited about the
outlook to capture attractive new investment opportunities at revised
valuations, as for example in the secondary market.



The Partners Group Global Real Estate Fund (AUD) is an Australian Unit
Trust with the objective of achieving long-term capital appreciation by in-
vesting in a global portfolio of real estate investments diversified by geo-
graphies, financing stages and property types. The investment strategy is
led by Partners Group's relative value investment approach to optimise risk-
adjusted returns by systematically overweight those segments and invest-
ment types that offer attractive value at a given point in time.

The Fund allows investors to subscribe and redeem shares on a monthly
basis, thus avoiding the long lock-up periods common in most private real
estate funds. The Fund may hedge certain currency exposure to reduce the
risk of foreign exchange movements. The Fund is a feeder fund that invests
in Partners Group Global Real Estate FCP ("Master Fund").

Rated by

Lonsec (Highly Recommended) - Zenith (Recommended)

Platforms

Macquarie Wrap, Hub24, CFS FirstWrap, Morgan Stanley, BT Panorama,
BT Wrap, Netwealth

Contact details
Partners Group Private Markets (Australia) Pty. Ltd.
Level 32, Deutsche Bank Place
126 Phillip Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Australia

Phone: +61 (2) 8216 1900
Fax: +61 (2) 8216 1901
www.partnersgroupaustralia.com.au
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Key figures Total fund size (in million) relates to the overall Partner Group Global Real Estate Fund (AUD) including all share classes. Largest five direct investments Based on total net asset value of the Fund; may include valuation adjustments
that occurred after the effective NAV valuation day. There is no assurance that similar investments will be made.Monthly net performance - hedged (APIR ETL0480AU) PG GL RE Fund (AUD): past performance is not indicative of future
results. There is no assurance that similar investments will be made nor that similar results will be achieved. The figures shown in grey, before the inception of class B (AUD) on 1 July 2018, represent those of the Partners Group Global Real
Estate FCP (Master Fund) converted to AUD. For illustrative purposes only. Portfolio composition Past performance is not indicative of future results. For illustrative purposes only. Based on total value of investments. Information shown is
on a look-through basis for all Partners Group Programs. Diversification does not ensure a profit or protect against loss.

The advice provided in this document is provided by Partners Group Private Markets (Australia) Pty Limited ACN 624 981 282 AFSL 509285 (PGA). Any advice provided is general financial product advice only and does not take into account
your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on the advice, you should consider how appropriate it is having regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs. You should consider the product disclosure statement for the
fund, and consider talking to a financial adviser before making a decision to invest in, or continuing to hold, interests in the fund. Interests in the fund are issued by Equity Trustees Limited ACN 004 031 298 AFSL 240 975. The product dis-
closure statement for the fund is available at https://www.partnersgroupaustralia.com.au/en/our-funds/funds-overview/

PGA can be contacted via https://www.partnersgroupaustralia.com.au/en/contact/. PGA has been appointed as the promoter of the interests in the fund by EQT in its capacity as responsible entity of the fund. PGA may receive fees in this
role. The investment manager of the fund is a related company of PGA and may also receive fees in connection with the fund. These fees will generally be calculated as a percentage of the funds under management within the fund. The fees
paid to PGAwill be allocated to it by the investment manager of the fund from the management fees charged by the investment manager. PGA employees may also receive bonuses allocated from the management fees charged by the investment
manager. See section 7 of the PDS for further information about the management fee charged by the investment manager. You may request particulars of the fees that are paid to PGA and its related companies within a reasonable time of
receiving the advice contained in this document.

The Net Asset Value is calculated by a third party and is subject to revision as required to comply with applicable law. Subject to law, none of the companies of Partners Group Private Markets (Australia) Pty Limited, Partners Group (Guernsey)
Limited, Equity Trustees nor their directors or employees, gives any representation or warranty as to the reliability, accuracy or completeness of the information, nor accepts any responsibility arising in any way (including by reason of negligence)
from errors in or omissions from, the information provided. Please note that figures shown are rounded to one decimal place, therefore some rounding errors may occur. Please consult the constituent documents for a more complete description
of the terms.

The Lonsec Rating (assigned September 2019 ) presented in this document is published by Lonsec Research Pty Ltd ABN 11 151 658 561 AFSL 421 445. The Rating is limited to "General Advice" (as defined in the Corporations Act 2001
(Cth)) and based solely on consideration of the investment merits of the financial product(s). Past performance information is for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of future performance. It is not a recommendation to purchase,
sell or hold Partners Group product(s), and you should seek independent financial advice before investing in this product(s). The Rating is subject to change without notice and Lonsec assumes no obligation to update the relevant document(s)
following publication. Lonsec receives a fee from the Fund Manager for researching the product(s) using comprehensive and objective criteria. For further information regarding Lonsec's Ratings methodology, please refer to our website at:
http://www.beyond.lonsec.com.au/intelligence/lonsec-ratings

The Zenith Investment Partners ("Zenith") Australian Financial Services License No. 226872 rating (assigned July 2018) referred to in this document is limited to "General Advice" (as defined by the Corporations Act 2001) for Wholesale clients
only. This advice has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any individual. It is not a specific recommendation to purchase, sell or hold the relevant product(s). Investors should seek in- dependent
financial advice before making an investment decision and should consider the appropriateness of this advice in light of their own objectives, financial situation and needs. Investors should obtain a copy of, and consider the PDS or offer doc-
ument before making any decision and refer to the full Zenith Product Assessment available on the Zenith website. Zenith usually charges the product issuer, fund manager or a related party to conduct Product Assessments. Full details re-
garding Zenith's methodology, ratings definitions and regulatory compliance are available on our Product Assessment's and at http://www.zenithpartners.com.au/RegulatoryGuidelines
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Portfolio composition

Investments by regional focus
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Portfolio assets by real estate property type
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17%IndustrialB
4%RetailC
3%Mixed useD
4%DiversifiedE
9%ResidentialF
2%HotelG
10%OtherH

Investments by transaction type

46%SecondaryA
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41%DirectB
10%PrimaryC
3%ListedD

Open-ended
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